Your Trusted Partner
for Healthcare
Business
Solutions

ComforceHealth is committed to transforming the way healthcare information services are
delivered. We provide business services to hospitals and healthcare systems in the United
States, and our clients appreciate and value our high standards in service excellence,
quality, and information security.
A Complete Spectrum of HIM Services

Experts in Healthcare Business Services

We offer a wide array of HIM services
for Clinical Documentation, Coding,
Compliance, and Audit to manage
your healthcare information while also
maintaining high quality standards.
As a trusted advisor to our healthcare
clients, we provide expertise in staff
augmentation, managed services,
and full outsourcing solutions. We are
innovators, developing our services by
listening closely to the marketplace
and working in partnership with
our clients.

Regardless of the size and scope of
your project, ComforceHealth provides
you with the right people, processes,
and technologies. We actively source
talent across the entire range of HIM
services. With a global reach, we deliver
professional, experienced consultants
with an extensive understanding of the
latest industry standards and procedures
to hospitals nationwide.

• Medical Coding Solutions
• Clinical Documentation Solutions
• Electronic Records Management
• Auditing Solutions
• HIM Management
• Public Health Services

• Credentialed Medical Coders
• Trainers and Auditors
• Clinical Documentation
Improvement Specialists
• HIM Leadership
• Electronic Health Record
Implementation – through our sister
company, Analysts
• ERP Implementation, Integration,
and Customization – through our
sister company, Analysts

ComforceHealth Today
• More than 17 years providing
HIM services
• More than 450 coders
deployed globally
• Best shore delivery capabilities
• Clients include mid-size to
large hospitals, regional,
and national integrated
health delivery networks and
insurance providers
• Industry reputation for
high quality services and
client satisfaction
• Medical Records Coding
| Clinical Documentation
Improvement | HIM Audit and
Leadership | Public Health

Accurate and Reliable Coding
Services Customized to Your Needs
Comforce coders have extensive
knowledge of clinical documentation,
reimbursement methodologies,
and deliver outcomes for better
health information management and
accelerated revenue realization. We
provide the right coding service to
augment your existing in-house team,
help reduce operations backlogs, and
provide full-cycle coding solutions.
When Global Coding Solutions are
the Answer
Global coding solutions from Comforce
allow our clients to build significant
cost savings through longer-term
engagement solutions. When
throughput and timing is critical,
we offer solutions outside of the
East Coast time zone and have the
scope and scalability to manage your
coding needs. Our global coders are
screened and subjected to stringent
hiring guidelines, including background
checks, employment verification,

credential verification, regular HIPAA
training, and coding knowledge
testing. All HIM work is performed at a
dedicated, HIPAA-compliant Comforce
location secured by the highest
standards for Information Security.
• Our HIM workforce is cross-skilled
in inpatient, outpatient, and ED
E&Ms (evaluation and management)
coding areas
• Majority of coders have one or more
certifications including: RHIA, RHIT,
CCS, CCS-P, CCA, CPC from AHIMA
and AAPC
• All coders are proficient in insurance
and government regulatory
requirements for coding and billing

coders build their coding skills
in specialty areas of inpatient or
outpatient coding and place them
with healthcare clients to experience
coding in a live environment. We stay
committed to each coder’s success!
The Comforce Difference
•

Compliance and Quality: We
provide quality audits to verify your
coding accuracy and compliance
specific to the CMS PPS guidelines

•

Scalable Solutions: Whatever the
size and scope of your project, our
scalable delivery model ensures that
we can provide resources accordingly

•

Geographic Reach: With a
multi-national reach, we deliver
professional, experienced consultants
with an extensive understanding of
the latest industry standards

•

Certified MBE: Comforce is a
Minority-Owned Business Enterprise
(MBE) certified by the National
Minority Supplier Development
Council (NMSDC)

Ensuring Coding Success Through
Guidance and Mentorship
The Comforce Coding Academy is
dedicated to creating a well-qualified
coding workforce trained by AHIMA
and AAPC-certified coding instructors
through Teaching, Mentoring, and
Monitoring (TMM). We help new
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ComforceHealth provides business services to hospitals and healthcare systems throughout the
United States. We drive innovation and create value for clients by providing health information
management services that include medical coding, audit, clinical documentation, leadership, and
education. Our skilled and educated resources understand HIPAA, PHI, and other healthcare industry
requirements. Our operation centers are managed by subject matter experts who adhere to the
highest standards of accuracy, delivery, and quality.

beth.sheehan@comforce.com
770-493-5588
2400 Meadowbrook Parkway
Duluth, GA 30096

www.comforcehealth.com

